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Good Beer Wheaty

Program

12–15 MAY 20 12

Call 08 8443 4546 39 George Street, Thebarton www.wheatsheafhotel.com.au

Saturday 12 May

Sunday 13 May

Good Beer Wheaty Primer High Hop Nerdery with Stephen Nelsen

The Ages of Whisk(e)y; or how to ruin a perfectly good beer and
make an even better Whisk(e)y… With Graham Wright & Dr Paul Gooding

2 –4pm
Bookings essential:
Tickets through
Oztix 1300 762 545 or
www.oztix.com.au
$20

Join the High Priest of Beer Nerdery Stephen Nelsen as he turns the
spotlight on Aussie Hops, with an emphasis on new and little known
varieties and plenty of samples, snippets, sips and sniffs of a humulus
nature. Topics will include; growing and breeding, heritage and
provenance, a roll-call of recently released varieties and technical
aspects of brewing with these new Hops. This is a rare opportunity to
sample beers brewed with single varieties of some of the newest Oz
hops around including a couple of fresh Hop Harvest brews and an
experimental world exclusive!

Beer Launch: Northdown/Beer Here/Nelsen Collaboration
‘Topaz Fix’ With Collaborator Stephen Nelsen
5pm
Checkout:
www.beerhere.dk
www.northdown.
com.au
FREE
entry

We always suspected Adam Betts (Northdown Craft Beer Movement) and
Christian Skovdal Anderson (Beer Here) were up to no good when they
popped over to Adelaide in March; turns out they were up to plenty good –
in the form of a three way collaborative brew. Adam and Christain hooked
up with Stephen Nelsen (brewing out of Campus Brewery) to crank out a
local version of Hop Fix; Beer Here’s most successful beer in Australia. And
so ‘Topaz Fix’ was born.

12 :30 – 2:30pm
Bookings essential:
Tickets through
Oztix 1300 762 545 or
www.oztix.com.au
$20

Join Dr Paul Gooding and the Big G as they explore in intimate detail, the
art & science of distilling, or in other words, the art and science of turning
perfectly good beer into even better whisk(e)y.
How intimate? Just you wait as we have a big surprise in store along with
a very unique tasting.
There will be plenty to sample including wort, wash, new make spirit,
young Whisky and a brace of finished whiskies made by different distilling
techniques.

Beer Launch: The Lobethal Cherry Experiment
With With Brewer Alistair Turnbull

5 – 7pm
Checkout:
www.ahcb.com.au
FREE
entry

Lobethal Bierhaus’ Brewer Al Turnbull has been playing with cherries
– and you’re welcome to come and taste the results. Al has taken
his Hefeweizen and his Chocolate Oatmeal Stout and, post primary
fermentation, transferred them onto locally grown sour cherries and aged
them there for over three months…
Come join Al at the Bar and talk Black Forest, scary Pink colours and
anything else that tickles your fancy.

While bottles will make their way around Australia and beyond (featuring
Christian’s cartoon labels) we’ll be tapping the only keg of Topaz Fix in the
country; on for as long as it lasts!

Monday 14 May

TUESday 15 May

Doctors Orders goes Locum

Contract Brewers of the World Unite

Meet Brewer Darren ‘Doc’ Robinson and taste his wares; 3 ways

Concept tasting with Yeastie Boys Stu & Sam and Yeastie’s Tap Invasion

6 –8pm
Checkout:
www.doctorsorders
brewing.com
FREE
entry

The good Doctor who brought us Iron Lung, Zephyr, Pulse and Synapse
is heading to The Wheaty to launch Synesthesia - a limited release brewed
specifically for The Wheaty. We’ll be pouring Synesthesia three ways; from
the regular Tap, through The Glasshopper and off the Handpump. And as
to what colour Synesthesia is, you’ll have to rock up on Monday night to
find out…
Come and have a chat with Doc and get your good beer prescription!

6 – 8pm
Checkout:
www.yeastieboys.co.nz
Bookings essential:
Tickets through
Oztix 1300 762 545 or
www.oztix.com.au
$25

The evil geniuses behind Rex Attitude and Pot Kettle Black are coming to
town to agitate, infiltrate and collaborate with the good beer folk of The
Wheaty – and we’re delighted to have them here!
This tasting will include all the regular Yeastie beers, a couple of seasonals,
a world-first or two, a special guest beer, a spirited defense of Contract
Brewing and an announcement…
PKB you’re the one for me!

